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ABSTRACT
Sketch recognition is the computer understanding of hand drawn diagrams. Rec-
ognizing sketches instantaneously is necessary to build beautiful interfaces with real
time feedback. There are various techniques to quickly recognize sketches into ten or
twenty classes. However for much larger datasets of sketches from a large number of
classes, these existing techniques can take an extended period of time to accurately
classify an incoming sketch and require significant computational overhead. Thus,
to make classification of large datasets feasible, we propose using multiple stages of
recognition.
In the initial stage, gesture-based feature values are calculated and the trained
model is used to classify the incoming sketch. Sketches with an accuracy less than
a threshold value, go through a second stage of of geometric recognition techniques.
In the second geometric stage, the sketch is segmented, and sent to shape-specific
recognizers. The sketches are matched against predefined shape descriptions, and
confidence values are calculated. The system outputs a list of classes that the sketch
could be classified as, along with the accuracy, and precision for each sketch. This
process both significantly reduces the time taken to classify such huge datasets of
sketches, and increases both the accuracy and precision of the recognition.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A sketch is a rapidly executed rough, freehand drawing that is usually intended to
be a basis for the final work. Sketch recognition is essential [124] in transforming hand
drawn sketches and hand written text into meaningful figures and machine readable
text respectively. It helps in creating interfaces through which users can communicate
in a more natural way, better express themselves [54, 123, 10], learn how to draw, and
even get better at drawing. Furthermore, these interfaces stimulate both halves of
the brain [104]; improving users’ general academic achievement and problem-solving
skills [100], honing their analytical skills [26], and improving peripheral skills such
as writing, critical thinking, and brainstorming when integrating sketching in their
thought processes. Sketching also assists in boosting self-confidence from successful
artistic pursuits [107], and improves three-dimensional spatial recognition skills [108].
To achieve these benefits, users must receive real time feedback from the system
or interface that they are interacting with. Present systems can reliably classify
sketches into ten or twenty classes in real time. However, these ten or twenty classes
do not consist of everything that the user could possibly draw, and classification of
incoming sketches into one of a much larger set of classes can take a significantly
longer period of time. This thesis describes a system that comprises of multiple
recognizers, and can classify the incoming sketch into one of 491 classes at a fraction
of the time current systems take with high accuracy and precision. This increase in
the speed of recognition can aid in the creation of interfaces and systems with real
time feedback.
Real time feedback is vital for creating engaging interfaces. Chen et al. [13]
identified immediate feedback as one of the most important factors to having a
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seamless experience for web activities. Keeping users engaged in the experience
through immediate feedback enables them to perform tasks and attain mastery of
skills faster.
Artificial intelligence has given machines and systems the ability to not only learn
from given data but also the capability of discovering new facts about the data [75].
This thesis descibes how artificial intelligence applied on the sketch data can clas-
sify the sketches automatically without human intervention. Gestural features are
extracted and used to perform classification to improve classification of geometric
algorithms. This thesis identifies a subset of gestural features that are critical to the
accurate recognition of a shape, and can increase speed and accuracy of the overall
domain.
The major contributions of this thesis are the accurate and real-time classification
of an incoming sketch, and the identification of how gestural features of the sketch can
be combined with geometric algorithms to identify a sketch. The combined system of
both gestural and geometric methods can perform better than any existing systems.
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2. RELATED WORK
With the development and emergence of newer computing technologies, many
researchers, and software developers have focused on applying these technologies in
fields related to sketching. This is true with advancements in hardware devices that
can support digital sketching such as pen-based devices, mobile, tablet, and touch-
screen computers. Before looking into the details of the thesis, this section describes
the related and relevant prior work to understand how this system is different from
existing systems.
2.1 Sketch recognition
Recognition of hand drawn sketches is called sketch recognition. The literature
contains a great extent of research in the field of sketch recognition [37]. Sketch
recognition algorithms can be classified primarily into three categories: gesture-based
recognition, geometry-based recognition, and vision-based recognition.
Gesture-based sketch recognition [103, 132, 69, 22, 14, 15] uses the inherent prop-
erties of the sketch to identify shapes. In these recognition algorithms either the
system learns the user’s style of drawing or the user has to learn the system’s style.
One dollar [132] is a simple recognition algorithm that uses template matching to
identify sketches. Rubine used features including initial angle, sharpness, speed, and
total angle traversed to recognize shapes. These are some of the most popular fea-
tures cited popularly in sketch recognition research and can even be used to predict
the shape before it is completed [72]. Sezgin [105] and Staovich [109] took advantage
of gesture-based features like speed and curvature to distinguish different shapes.
Geometric algorithms [89, 35] recognize shapes by using geometric constraints
that hold for a shape. They allow users to draw shapes naturally [89, 46]. Geometric
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recognizers usually do a bottom-up approach where basic shapes such as lines, arcs,
and circles are recognized first [51] and strokes are segmented into their components
at corners [135, 139, 136, 138]. A higher level recognizer is built on top of this
low-level recognizer, which uses geometric constraints [58] to check if the primitive
shapes when put together form a more complex shape [42, 38, 44, 41, 36, 40, 39, 35].
Ladder [46] is a language to describe how sketched diagrams in a domain are drawn,
displayed, and how recognition algorithms can be written for that domain.
Vision-based algorithms [32, 76, 96] use concepts from computer vision similar
to those used on images after preprocessing of the sketches. The screen coordinates
are used by Kara and Stahovich [62] to apply template matching algorithms used in
their recognizer.
All existing algorithms, or their combination [17] enable us to identify different
shapes. Topological information about sketches have also been used for recognition.
This approach works well with sketches having multiple spatial components such as
chemical bonds or complex electrical circuits [81]. This system uses gesture-based
and geometry-based recognition in the initial stage. In the second stage, the system
uses all three recognition techniques.
2.2 Existing systems
There are many systems [131, 86, 95] in the field of sketching. Mechanix [128,
91, 5, 4, 126, 129, 74, 29, 80, 127, 64], which is a sketch-based tutoring system for
engineering students learning statics, allows students to enter free body diagrams,
specifically trusses, into the system, which then automatically checks the student’s
answer against the solution entered by instructor. Maestoso [117] is another sys-
tem, which uses a sketch-based interface in the field of music for novice learners to
learn music. Other representative disciplines where sketch-based systems have been
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incorporated include East Asian Languages [116, 118, 120, 121], Math [59, 99], elec-
trical engineering [23], coding [45, 48], and the military [53, 50, 19, 47, 21]. Several
applications can recognize hand-drawn facial features; iCanDraw [24, 52, 73], and
EyeSeeYou [20] detect, recognized, and give feedback on handdrawn faces and eyes.
The Drawing Assistant [56], PortraitSketch [140], and Painting with Bob [8] are the
extensions of iCanDraw and EyeSeeYou, which implement a wider set of figures.
All these systems do well for a limited number of classes. Hammond [49] created
an application that allows military commanders to hand-draw hundreds of course of
action (COA) symbols directly on a digitized map. By utilizing several artificial intel-
ligence techniques, they achieved 89.9% accuracy for 485 symbols when considering
the top three interpretations.
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3. BIG SKETCH DATA
This chapter gives an insight into the data we have at hand. We also look into
the actual process of sketching, how a class is defined, what are the different types
of classes, data collection, the amount of data per class, how the data is stored, and
fast retrieval of the data. This is helpful in understanding the nature of the problem
at hand, what the existing systems have to handle, and how my system handles it
with ease, and performs better than the existing systems.
3.1 What are sketches?
Sketching is an integral part in the life of designers and engineers [124]. Sketches
are not only used to document the ideas conceived in one’s mind but also help in
acting as a stimuli for generating more ideas. Sketching allows users to brainstorm
and quickly outline ideas before settling on a final design. Buxton [10] provides
in-depth knowledge of the characteristics of a good sketch. He defines sketches as
having the following qualities:
• “Quick - A sketch is quick to make, or at least gives that impression.
• Timely - A sketch can be provided when needed.
• Inexpensive - A sketch is cheap. Cost must not inhibit the ability to explore a
concept, especially early in the design process.
• Disposable - If you can’t afford to throw it away when done, it is probably not
a sketch.
• Plentiful - Sketches tend not to exist in isolation.
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• Clear Vocabulary - The style in which a sketch is rendered follows certain con-
ventions that distinguish it from other types of renderings.
• Distinct Gesture - There is a fluidity to sketches that give them a sense of
openness and freedom.
• Minimal Detail - Include only what is required to render the intended purpose
or concept.
• Appropriate Degree of Refinement - By its resolution or style, a sketch should
not suggest a level of refinement beyond that of a project being depicted.
• Suggest and Explore Rather than Confirm - Sketches do not ‘tell’, they ‘suggest’.
• Ambiguity - Sketches are intentionally ambiguous, and much of their value
derives from their being able to be interpreted in different ways”
3.2 What is a class?
A class is defined as anything a user could possibly draw. For example: a
point, a line, a circle, a rectangle, a polyline, a crown, a tree, a combination of
an ellipse, a diamond, and a hyperbola, and so on. Figure 3.1 is an example of a
course of action diagram that comprises of many different classes. It belongs to the
friendly company present field artillery howitzer rocket multi rocket truck class.
We will see more on course of action diagrams in the next section. We have a
total of 491 different classes and the system can classify an incoming sketch into any
of these 491 classes. To put that into perspective, existing techniques [89, 103, 90, 80]
classify instances into ten or twenty classes. This system analyzed data of a total of
10,000 sketches.
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Figure 3.1: Course of action diagram
3.3 Data collection
Using a C# application, data was collected from both students and experts, and
stored as XML files, using the SketchML format from MIT. The interface used to
capture what the user is drawing on screen can be seen in Figure 3.2. The user can
view any of the previous sketches by clicking on the “Load” button on the bottom of
the screen. This is a valuable tool for users to see what an XML actually contains.
Also, to help users while drawing there are a couple of buttons provided on screen
- Clear and Undo. The “Undo” button can be used to erase the latest unintended
stroke on the screen. This helps greatly when the user is drawing a sketch and makes
a mistake after thirty strokes. The “Clear” button erases everything on the screen.
The “Save” button, as expected, saves the sketch in XML format.
The sketches collected are handdrawn and thus not perfect. Figure 3.3 shows a
sketch that is drawn naturally, starting with a jerk, and having lines that extend
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Figure 3.2: Tool used for data collection
beyond the corners. To maintain consistency, all of the data was collected using
Wacom Cintiq tablets. Figure 3.4 shows the format in which the sketches are stored.
Figure 3.3: Example of naturally drawn sketch
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Figure 3.4: XML sketch format
The x-coordinates, y-coordinates, the time-stamp, and the point ID is saved for
each point. Each individual stroke has a stroke ID and includes the list of point IDs
that they comprise of. 125 feature values are calculated for each of the sketches.
Each line describes a single sketch and consists of the sketch ID, 125 feature values,
and a label associated with it. This led to 7,620,000 cells of data.
To accommodate this much data we used a MySQL database with each tuple
consisting of the sketch ID, the feature values, and the label. This allowed for the
retrieval of feature values of any sketch with its primary ID. Using a MySQL database
aids in the visualization of the data, as seen in Figure 3.5, and facilitates fast retrieval
of feature values.
Figure 3.6 refers to a collection of different sketches collected through user studies.
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Figure 3.5: MySQL database with feature values
Figures 3.7,3.8,3.9,3.10,3.11 refer to the collection of sketches the system can
recognize.
11
Figure 3.6: Collection of user drawn sketches
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Figure 3.7: Collection of sketch classes 1
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Figure 3.8: Collection of sketch classes 2
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Figure 3.9: Collection of sketch classes 3
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Figure 3.10: Collection of sketch classes 4
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Figure 3.11: Collection of sketch classes 5
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4. EXISTING SYSTEM
To achieve recognition, the system relies on state-of-the-art techniques of sketch
recognition. The research in this field can be categorized into three sub-fields: ge-
ometric recognition, gesture-based recognition, and vision-based recognition. the
system uses all three recognition techniques to identify the shapes of the incoming
sketches.
4.1 Course of action diagrams
One real-world domain that has thousands of symbols is military course of action
(COA) diagrams. Military COA diagrams are used to depict battle scenarios and in-
clude thousands of unique symbols, complete with additional textual, and designator
modifiers. Military commanders use COA diagrams to plan field operations, where
the symbols represent troops, supplies, obstacles, and movement patterns. Currently,
commanders draw COA diagrams by hand on a map for planning purposes, and then
these diagrams are entered into a computer through typical WIMP interfaces for the
purposes of simulation and communicating plans. Previous attempts [7] to apply
sketch recognition to COA diagrams have resulted in systems that can only recog-
nize a handful of the over 20,000 total COA shapes, require users to draw each shape
with a specific gesture, and do not allow users to draw freely (Pittman, et al. [16]).
4.2 Architecture
The interface to help users draw or view sketches is developed in C#. The
sketches are stored in XML format. All the recognition and evaluation algorithms
are written in Java.
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4.3 Sketch representation
Modern pen-based interfaces record input as a collection of points within a two-
dimensional plane and the current time of input. Points are generated as the pen or
stylus moves over the input device. Each of these points is recorded as an x-y coordi-
nate pair along with a time-stamp. This time-stamp is the current epoch time, which
is the total number of milliseconds that have elapsed since 00:00:00 Coordinated Uni-
versal Time (UTC) on Thursday, 1 January 1970. Collections of time-ordered points
between a pen-down event (a pen touching the sketching interface) and a pen-up
event (the pen lifting off of the interface) are called strokes. A sketch is comprised of
one or more strokes and is defined as a shape when it satisfies geometric constraints.
Figure 3.4 shows the format in which the sketches are stored.
The x-coordinates, y-coordinates, the time-stamp, and the point ID is saved for
each point. Each individual stroke has a stroke ID and includes the list of point IDs
that comprise the stroke.
4.4 Recognition system
This section talks about the different stages of recognition. As a new sketch is
drawn on the interface, it is saved as an XML object in the format seen in Chapter
3. Figure 4.1 shows the shape description, written in XML format. It is needed for
the system to classify a sketch. The various steps in the recognition process are as
follows[49]:
• Phase and boundary line recognition
• Early handwriting and sub-unit recognition (HRS)
• Corner recognition
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• Primitive recognition
• HRS with primitive context
• Mid-level shape recognition
• HRS with mid-level shape context
• High-level shape recognition
• Arrow recognition
• Multiple shape disambiguation
• SIDCs
The following sections explain the recognition steps in more detail.
4.4.1 Grouping
The previously existing system [49] consists of a number of different recognizers,
including both recognizers that perform well on shapes, and recognizers designed to
interpret decision graphics and text. Basic geometric shapes like rectangles, lines,
and ellipses are recognized using PaleoSketch [89]. Echelon modifiers, text, and
decision graphics are recognized with the help of a handwriting recognizer (HWR).
A grouping algorithm ensures that the best recognizer receives the corresponding
strokes. During the grouping process, the first step is to find the largest stroke.
This is usually the boundary of the unit symbol. Depending on whether they are
present inside or outside of the bounding box of the largest stroke, the remaining
strokes are grouped into two sets as seen in Figure 4.2. Interior strokes are typically
type modifiers, decision graphics or text, and should be processed by the primitive
recognizer. To this end, these strokes are parsed by the HWR initially and marked
20
Figure 4.1: Shape description
as decision graphics or text if the HWR’s confidence is high enough. Otherwise,
the interior strokes are processed by PaleoSketch for recognition as primitive shapes.
The HWR more often than not recognizes the echelon modifiers that occur outside
the bounding box of the largest stroke.
4.4.2 Segmentation
The process of breaking down strokes into primitive building blocks like lines and
arcs is called stroke segmentation. The system splits every stroke into a series of
lines. These series of lines (polyline representations of the strokes) are then sent to
PaleoSketch [89]. In order to perform polyline segmentation with high accuracy, the
system uses a combination of multiple recognizers [134, 135, 1, 65, 25].
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Figure 4.2: Example results of the grouping algorithm
4.4.3 Primitive recognition
Primitive recognizers are used to accurately recognize strokes as basic building
block shapes. Using high-level shape grammars like LADDER [43], these primi-
tive shapes are combined to form more complex shapes. An extended version of
PaleoSketch algorithm [89] is used for primitive recognition. Figure 4.3 shows the
fourteen different primitive shapes that PaleoSketch can recognize.
4.4.4 Dashed primitives
The Course of Action domain contains a number of anticipated shapes that are
drawn with dashed boundaries and have an arbitrary number of lines. Figure 4.4
represents an anticipated symbol. The first step to recognizing dashed boundaries is
to find occurrences of dashed lines. The system iterates through all the shapes on
the screen as they were drawn while maintaining a stack of dots and lines that could
make a possible dashed line candidate. If it finds significant slope changes or large
gaps between strokes, it might mean that a dashed shape is not present. In that
case, the entire stack of dots and lines is sent to a function that returns a dashed line
if it has more than one shape. Once all the dashed lines have been found, they are
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Figure 4.3: The 14 primitive shapes recognized by PaleoSketch
separated into one of four different bins based on their orientation, namely lines with
positive slope, lines with negative slope, lines within fifteen degrees of vertical slope,
an lines within fifteen degrees of horizontal slope. After sorting them into bins, lines
in the positive and negative slope bins are processed in search of diamonds, while
lines in the horizontal and vertical bins are processed in search of rectangles. By
considering polylines as arcs with dashes, the system is able to recognize dashed
ellipses as well. The system generates an intermediate stroke using the endpoints
and midpoints of the strokes that are stacked up as candidate dashes for an ellipse. If
the intermediate stroke passes the ellipse test, the system groups the strokes together
as a dashed shape.
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Figure 4.4: Example of an anticipated symbol
4.4.5 Decision point recognition
The decision points in Course of Action diagrams are generally drawn as ten-line
stars. The previously existing system uses a similar approach to that of dashed shapes
to search for stars. Along with checking the spatial distances between consecutive
strokes, it also checks that the angles between lines alternate between acute and
obtuse angles. If the shape in question follows this trend, it is recognized as star.
4.4.6 Handwriting recognition
The handwriting recognizer recognizes inner text and echelon text using two pre-
built multi-layer perceptron [101] models from Weka [34] respectively. Figure 4.5
refers to the echelon text comprising of the symbols I, II, X, ***, +, and -. The
inner text can be digits 0-9, uppercase alphabets or some special decision graphics
symbols. The system groups the strokes into logical characters and words using
stroke spatial separation and overlap data. It also implicitly assumes that text is
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written in a left to right fashion. After forming these stroke groupings, the character,
and word possibilities are computed in a brute-force manner. Due to the assumed
constraints that no word has more than seven characters and each character is made
of at most five strokes, this approach is still relatively quick. A multi-layer perceptron
model is used to compute a confidence value for each possible character or word and
the handwriting with highest confidence value is used for symbol recognition in the
future.
Figure 4.5: List of echelon modifiers
4.4.7 CALVIN
Complex high-level shapes are built by combining primitive shapes (recognized
using PaleoSketch [87]) or other high-level shapes in various combinations using a
heuristic-driven geometric recognizer based on LADDER [42] called CALVIN. Shapes
are combined using geometric conditions as seen in Figure 4.1. CALVIN specifies that
the endpoints of two lines are coincident or that one shape contains another shape. If
we look at Figure 4.6, we see on the left, a sketch of a reconnaissance cavalry armored
unit. The shape description for this shape says that there is a line with positive slope
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with the endpoints coincident with the corners of the rectangle. CALVIN has been
hand-tuned using heuristics to increase the accuracy and precision in recognizing
course of action diagrams in addition to the basic recognition capabilities found in
LADDER. For grouping purposes, it re-analyses the set of shapes. The context of
recognition is very helpful in re-grouping strokes more accurately even though the
strokes have been grouped for recognition in the earlier stages. For example, we can
say that certain strokes in certain positions relative to a rectangle should be grouped
together if the primitive recognizer has detected a rectangle with a high degree of
confidence. After this, CALVIN is able to put together all the individual components
of the course of action shape. On the right, we have a reconnaissance cavalry armored
unit with a platoon symbol modifier and reinforced strength modifier. Once CALVIN
recognizes the dashed rectangle, contextual rules are used to determine the line,
ellipse, platoon, and the plus. In this example, the military symbol is identified
using an alphanumeric string on the bottom left. Without contextual rules, correctly
identifying all these components simultaneously becomes an NP-complete problem.
Figure 4.6: Reconnaissance cavalry armored unit on the left
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4.4.8 Phase and boundary lines
Figure 4.7 shows that the phase lines and boundary lines define the location
steps of boundaries and military operations that confine military units. They can
be arbitrary outlines and are recognized first by determining if there is a sufficiently
long stroke present. In case such a long stroke is found, all the remaining strokes are
sent to the handwriting recognizer under the assumption that they could be text.
The handwriting recognizer looks for type identifiers PL or BL and unique identifiers
BLUE or ALPHA for distinguishing between phase lines and boundary lines.
Figure 4.7: Examples of phase and boundary lines
4.4.9 Areas
Large, closed strokes that indicate zones of interest such as landing zones (LZ)
are called Areas. If the largest stroke in the sketch is closed, the system thinks that
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it could possibly be an area. If it is closed, the previously existing system searches
for the type identifier, echelons either on the top or bottom, and identifier text inside
of the enclosure.
4.4.10 Decision graphics
Type modifiers with a combination of filled rectangles, un-filled rectangles, and
triangles are known as decision graphics. The hand writing recognizer is used to
recognize these symbols as the primitive recognizer cannot handle filled-in shapes.
These shapes are present in the collection of modifiers definitions, which occur inside
the largest shapess´ bounding box, as the grouper determines. If it detects instances of
decision graphic modifiers, the hand writing recognizer analyzes all shape definitions
of the type DecisionGraphic to find the correct symbol.
4.4.11 Obstacles
Figure 4.8 represents Course of Action diagrams that comprise of patterns. That
is, the same individual shape repeated a specific number of times. Such shapes are
recognized looking at the micro-level. Symbols with similar patterns are recognized
using a set of features computed for each symbol and compared against a set of
template patterns.
4.4.12 Arrows
Arrows are allowed to have arbitrary paths as they indicate movement of friendly
or hostile forces. The system recognizes arrows by looking at the type of arrow head
used, the number of strokes drawn, and the number of line segments the strokes can
be broken into. Figure 4.9 shows the list of different types of arrows recognized.
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Figure 4.8: Example of obstacles drawn with dynamic patterns
Figure 4.9: List of different types of arrows
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5. FEATURE SELECTION
Sketch recognition is the application and development of artificial intelligence
and machine learning techniques in order to recognize hand-drawn sketches [47, 93,
94]. Fundamentally, there are three types of sketch recognition approaches [37]: (a)
gesture-based, which takes into consideration of how a sketch is drawn [14, 15, 27, 71,
106, 17, 50]. (b) geometry-based, which initially recognizes sketches at a lower level
and then from a higher level using geometric definitions and constraints [35, 118, 52],
and (c) vision-based, which looks at pixel data on the screen [96, 97].
Primitive shapes like lines, arcs, and circles are recognized by segmenting the
incoming stroke in geometric-based recognizers. Then, these primitive shapes are
combined together and recognized by matching against geometric definitions [42].
A closest match is picked by comparing the input sketch with different datasets
in template-matching techniques. Initially, the sketches are resampled, rotated, and
scaled. The best optimal angle is found to calculate the score. A Naive Bayesian clas-
sifier is used to calculate the Euclidean distance. Examples of representative research
in this area include the $-family algorithms (e.g., $1, $N) [2, 133], elastic structure
matching [11], and vision-based recognition by Kara [60]. For the the template-
matching and vision-based features, this system utilizes the Valentine version of the
Hausdorff shape recognizer [126]. This approach requires numerous examples for
each shape for use in shape comparisons.
A statistical measure like mean or standard deviation of each shape is used in a
statistical feature-based classifier. Many sketch features are taken from Rubine [102],
Long [70], and Paulson [83, 84].
The following sections look into different types of recognition to describe the
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Figure 5.1: Directions in Freeman’s chain code [31]
features used in this system.
5.1 Gesture-based recognition
Gesture-based features rely on how a stroke is drawn rather than what is visually
shown on a display screen.
5.1.1 Freeman’s chain code
The direction of each line is used as a feature in Freeman’s chain code. It is
widely used for representing shapes [31]. Chan used direction of each line in an
elastic structural matching algorithm [11, 12]. The direction from a point to the
next point is indicated using values from zero to seven.
Figure 5.1 shows how Freeman’s chain code works. Using the directions, Chan,
et al. [11] described five types of primitives:
• line
• up (curve going counter clockwise)
• down (curve going clockwise)
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Figure 5.2: An example of directions in Freeman’s chain code [11]
• loop (curve joining itself at some point)
• dot ( a very short segment)
Figure 5.2 represents the example of the digit “3”, and the letter has two down
primitives. Different variances of same shape are not taken into consideration in this
approach.
5.1.2 Rubine and long
Classifiers like Bayesian networks are used to retrieve sketch features in statisti-
cal feature-based approaches. One of the early works in gesture-based recognition
systems is by Rubine [102]. He introduced GRANDMA, a gesture recognizer au-
tomated in a novel direct manipulation architecture. Rubine introduced thirteen
features, which could accurately classify simple gestures by using features like sine
or cosine of angles between different points. Long [70] extended this work by remov-
ing two features and adding eleven features. (Table 5.1).
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1. Cosine of initial angle 2. Sine of initial angle
3. Size of bounding box 4. Angle of bounding box
5. Distance between first and last points
6. Cosine of angle between
first and last points
7. Sine of angle between first and last points 8. Total length
9. Total angle 10. Total absolute angle
11. Sharpness 12. Aspect [abs(45◦ - #4)]
13. Curviness 14. Total angle traversed / total length
15. Density metric 1 [#8 / #5] 16. Density metric 2 [#8 / #3]
17. Non-subjective “openness” [#5 / #3] 18. Area of bounding box
19. Log(area) 20. Total angle / total absolute angle
21. Log(total length) 22. Log(aspect)
Table 5.1: Long et al. [70] features
.
5.1.3 Dollar recognizers
Multiple gesture-based template matching algorithms were developed by Wab-
brock, et al. [3, 78, 130, 133]. $1 recognizer [133] works for single stroke sketches
and $N recognizer [2] works for multi-stroke sketches. The preprocessing on incom-
ing sketches include: (1) resampling, (2) rotation, (3) scaling and translating, and
(4) calculating best score [133]. Figure 5.3 shows the sixteen different shapes $1
algorithm can recognize.
Figure 5.4 shows an example of how $N works. It considers all combinations of
strokes, translating multi-strokes into single stroke shapes (Figure 5.5).
5.2 Geometry-based recognition
Strokes are segmented using corner-finding algorithms [138] and basic primitives
are recognized using geometry-based recognition techniques. These individual prim-
itives are recognized as a whole from a higher level.
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Figure 5.3: Single stroke shapes recognized by $1 recognizer
Figure 5.4: The eight different ways an X can be drawn [2]
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Figure 5.5: Based on the two-strokes in Figure 5.4, there are eight permutations [2]
5.2.1 LADDER sketching language
A sketching Language to Describe, Display, and Editing in Sketch Recognition
(LADDER) [36, 45, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 51], implemented by Hammond describes
how sketches from different domains are drawn, displayed, and edited. In LADDER,
sketches are broken down into substrokes using corner-finding algorithms. These
substrokes and their combinations are recognized using geometric mathematical def-
initions and perceptual rules [82, 83, 84]. Simple sketch-based applications [18, 21]
use these primitives on their own.
Different applications that use LADDER are Mechanix [4, 5, 28, 33, 63, 68, 79,
126, 129], which recognizes shapes like trusses, and works by Taele [110, 111, 122,
119, 120, 112, 113, 114, 121, 115], for recognizing East Asian character sets.
Figure 5.6 shows how a Chinese character is recognized. The definitions and
constraints describing it consists of a horizontal line and a vertical line are shown.
5.3 Vision-based features
Vision-based sketch recognition is introduced by Kara [60] and Valentine [28, 126].
These techniques use sketch ink data by converting the sketch into a 40× 40 grid of
pixels as seen in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6: A shape description for an East Asian character
Figure 5.7: The pixelated versions of a pivot, an alphabet, and a digit [60]
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An incoming sketch is compared to a previously classified shape using template-
based techniques in both Valentine and Kara recognizers. Both techniques translate
an incoming sketch into fixed-size pixel boxes: 40×40 in Valentine’s recognizer [125]
and 48× 48 in Kara’s recognizer [60]. In my system, both the template and a shape
are resampled into forty equidistant points and distance between closest points in
calculated. From these shortest distances, I calculated similarity metrics. The three
metrics are ratio of points with shortest distances less than four pixels over the total
number of points (i.e., the Tanimoto coefficient) [28, 60, 61, 126, 137], the maximum
of distances (Hausdorff distance), and the average of distances (modified Hausdorff
distance). These three are normalized and averaged to get the final similarity confi-
dence value. If the confidence value is above a threshold of 0.65, they are classified
as similar [28, 60, 125]. This system employs only the Tanimoto coefficient as it gave
the best accuracy. The similarity between two images is calculated using Tanimoto
coefficient by:
T (A,B) =
nab
na+nb-nab
(5.1)
where na is the total number of black pixels in A, nb is the total number of black
pixel in B, and nab is the number of overlapping black pixels in A and B. T(A,B)
describes the number of matching points in A and B, and the result is between 0.0
(minimum similarity) to 1.0 (highest similarity). The problem of this equation is
that if images contain mostly black pixels, the T(A,B) value can be vanished.
To solve the problem, the following equation is used:
T c(A,B) =
noo
na+nb-2 nab+noo
(5.2)
where noo is the number of matching white pixels.
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The two equations can be combined to form the Tanimoto similarity coefficient:
Tsr(A,B) = αT (A,B) + (1− α)T c(A,B) (5.3)
α is a weighting factor between 0.0 and 1.0.
5.4 Statistical feature-based recognition
In this section, we look into the different statistical feature-based recognition
techniques.
5.4.1 Paulson
Paulson et al. [84] used the thirteen Rubine features and thirty-three new geo-
metrical features, and introduced a hybrid approach. He examined 1800 sketches and
derived an optimal set of fifteen features (fourteen geometric and one gesture-based).
Table 5.2 shows the list of all features with ? indicating the set of optimal features
selected through optimal feature selection techniques.
These studies [70, 83, 84, 102] focused on how sketches were drawn to retrieve
the feature sets. We use a feature set of 133 features [30, 55, 70, 84] to improve
recognition.
5.5 Extended uses of sketch recognition methods
Sketch recognition methods have been used to recognize what objects people
were interacting with, based on the shape of their hands [85, 88], three-dimensional
body movements [6, 92, 98], and musical instruments [77]. Taking inspiration from
corner-finding techniques, Li recognized sketches based on sound [67].
Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 comprise of all the 133 features used in this
research.
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1.? Endpoint by stroke length (100%) 2.? NDDE (90%)
3.? DCR (90%) 4. Slope of the direction graph (20%)
5. Maximum curvature (40%) 6. Average curvature (30%)
7. # of corners (30%) 8. Line least squares error (0%)
9. Line feature area error (40%) 10. Arc fit: radius estimate (0%)
11. Arc feature area error (20%) 12.? Curve least squares error (90%)
13.? Polyline fit: # of sub-strokes (70%) 14.? Polyline fit: percent of sub-strokes
pass line test (50%)
15.? Polyline feature area error (80%) 16. Polyline least squares error (30%)
17. Ellipse fit: major axis length 18. Ellipse fit: minor axis length
estimate (20%) estimate (30%)
19. Ellipse feature area error (10%) 20. Circle fit: radius estimate (30%)
21.? Circle fit: major axis to
minor axis ratio (80%)
22. Circle feature area error (0%)
23.? Spiral fit: avg. radius/bounding
24.? Spiral fit: center
closeness error (70%)
box radius ratio (60%)
25. Spiral fit: max distance between
26. Spiral fit: average
radius estimate (10%)
consecutive centers (20%)
27. Spiral fit: radius test passed
(1.0 or 0.0) (40%)
28.? Complex fit: # of sub-fits (60%)
29.? Complex fit: # of non-polyline
primitives (50%)
30.? Complex fit: percent of sub-fits
that are lines (90%)
31.? Complex score / rank (50%) 32. Cosine of the starting angle (30%)
33. Sine of the starting angle (10%)
34. Length of bounding
box diagonal (20%)
35. Angle of the bounding
box diagonal (40%)
36. Distance between endpoints (10%)
37. Cosine of angle between endpoints (0%)
38. Sine of angle between
endpoints (10%)
39. Total stroke length (20%) 40.? Total rotation (100%)
41. Absolute rotation (10%) 42. Rotation squared (10%)
43. Maximum speed (20%) 44. Total time (30%)
Table 5.2: Paulson [84] feature set
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Number Feature
a0
Average distance between closest point
to each corner of the bounding box [84]
a1 Average curvature of the stroke [84]
a2
The error of the best fit line of the
direction graph [84]
a3 Direction change ratio [84]
a4
Get the distance (normalized by bounding box size)
between the furthest corner and the stroke [84]
a5
The endpoint to stroke length ratio of the
stroke [84]
a6
The angle of the major axis relative to
center [84]
a7
The error of the best fit line of the direction
graph [84]
a8
Max distance between closest point and
each corner [84]
a9
The error of the best fit line of the direction
graph [84]
a10
The maximum curvature to average
curvature value [84]
a11
Minimum distance between closest point
and each corner [84]
a12
The normalized distance between direction
extremes [84]
a13
Computes the sum of the squared values of the angles
at each mouse point [30]
a14
The number of revolutions (based on direction graph)
that the stroke makes [84]
a15 Percentage of Direction Window Passed [84]
a16 Slope of the direction graph [84]
a17
Standard deviation between closest point and
each corner [84]
a18 Length of the stroke [84]
a19 The error of the line fit [84]
a20 The least squares error of the fit / stroke length [84]
a21 Get the error of the arc fit [84]
a22 The estimated radius of the arc [84]
a23 Get the arc to area ratio [84]
a24 The angle between the endpoint [84]
a25 Curve Error [84]
a26 Get the error of the poliline fit [84]
a27 Number of strokes [84]
a28
Get the percentage of substrokes that passed
a line test [84]
Table 5.3: Complete feature list 1
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Number Feature
a29 Get the error of the elipse fit [84]
a30 Get the error of the circle fit [84]
a31 Get the major axis to minor axis length ratio [84]
a32 Get the error of the spiral fit [84]
a33
Get the percentage of the radius test
that passed [84]
a34
Get the average radius to bounding box
radius ratio [84]
a35
Get the max distance from a point to the
center divided by the average radius [84]
a36
Distance between two points that meet
at the head [84]
a37
Size difference between last two strokes
(the head) [84]
a38
Number of intersections between the ends of
the head and the shaft [84]
a39 The error of the rectangle fit [84]
a40
Get the major axis to bounding box diagonal
length ratio [84]
a41
Perimeter (of bounding box) to stroke
length ratio [84]
a42 Number of segmented strokes [84]
a43
Stroke length to perimeter (of bounding box)
ratio [84]
a44
Get the width to height ratio of the square
[84]
a45 Get the error of the diamond fit [84]
a46
Get the perimeter (of bounding box) to
stroke length ratio [84]
a47
Get the major axis to bounding box diagonal
length ratio [84]
a48
Get the width to height ratio of the square fit
used for the diamond fit [84]
a49 Stroke density [84]
a50 Height to width ratio of bounding box [84]
a51 Wave segment size [84]
a52
Get the percentage of the slope test
that passed [84]
a53
Get the ratio between the smallest and
largest segment of the wave segmentation
[84]
a54
Get the ratio between the smallest segment
and the sum [84]
a55
Get the angle between the middle segments
[84]
Table 5.4: Complete feature list 2
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Number Feature
a56
Get the percentage of the horizontal
alignment test that passed [84]
a57
Get average slope of first and last segment
[84]
a58 Get percentage of slope test that passed [84]
a59
Ratio between largest and smallest
segment [84]
a60 Density of sub dot [84]
a61 Number of revolutions of sub dot [84]
a62 Convex hull area / bounding box area [30]
a63 Convex hull area / enclosing rectangle area [30]
a64 Largest quadrilateral area / convex hull area [30]
a65
Largest quadrilateral area / enclosing rectangle
area [30]
a66 Largest triangle area / bounding box area [30]
a67 Largest triangle area / convex hull area [30]
a68 Largest triangle area / enclosing rectangle area [30]
a69 Largest triangle area / largest quadrilateral area [30]
a70
Absolute value of bounding box’s Y difference /
bounding box’s X difference [30]
a71 Enclosing rectangle’s distance ratio [30]
a72
Absolute value of bounding box’s X difference /
x value movement in sketch [30]
a73 Number of points inside the triangle [30]
a74 Convex hull area2 / convex hull area [30]
a75 Convex hull perimeter / stroke length [30]
a76
Convex hull perimeter / bounding box
perimeter [30]
a77
Convex hull perimeter / enclosing rectangle
perimeter [30]
a78
Largest quadrilateral perimeter /
convex hull perimeter [30]
a79
Largest quadrilateral perimeter /
enclosing rectangle perimeter [30]
a80
Largest triangle perimeter / bounding box
perimeter [30]
a81
Largest triangle perimeter / convex hull
perimeter [30]
a82
Largest triangle perimeter /
enclosing rectangle perimeter [30]
a83
Largest triangle perimeter / quadrilateral
perimeter [30]
a84 Stroke Length / convex hull perimeter [30]
Table 5.5: Complete feature list 3
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Number Feature
a85
Difference of bounding boxes’ largest Y value
and smallest Y value / y value movement
in sketch [30]
a86 Zernike1 [55]
a87 Zernike2 [55]
a88 Zernike3 [55]
a89 Zernike4 [55]
a90 Zernike5 [55]
a91 Zernike6 [55]
a92 Zernike7 [55]
a93 Zernike8 [55]
a94 Zernike9 [55]
a95 Zernike10 [55]
a96 Zernike11 [55]
a97 Zernike12 [55]
a98 Zernike13 [55]
a99 Zernike14 [55]
a100 Zernike15 [55]
a101 Zernike16 [55]
a102 Zernike17 [55]
a103 Zernike18 [55]
a104 Zernike19 [55]
a105 Zernike20 [55]
a106 Zernike21 [55]
a107 Zernike22 [55]
a108 Zernike23 [55]
a109
Calculates the cosine of the
initial angle [70]
a110
Calculates the sine of the
initial angle [70]
a111
Get the length of the diagonal of the
bounding box [70]
a112
Get the angle of the diagonal of the
bounding box [70]
Table 5.6: Complete feature list 4
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Number Feature
a113
Calculates the distance between the
first and last point [70]
a114
Calculates the cosine between the
first and last point [70]
a115
Calculates the sine between the
first and last point [70]
a116 Computes the total gesture length [70]
a117 Sum of angle changes between points [70]
a118
Computes the sum of the absolute value of the angles
at each mouse point [70]
a119
Computes the sum of the squared values of the angles
at each mouse point [70]
a120
Calculates the gesture aspect, which is abs
(45 degrees - angle of bounding box) [70]
a121
The sum of gesture intersegment angles whose
absolute value is less than 19 degrees [70]
a122
Returns the total angle traversed /
total length of gesture stroke [70]
a123
A density metric for the gesture stroke that uses
the stroke’s length and distance between the
first and last point [70]
a124
A density metric for the gesture stroke that
uses the stroke’s length and bounding box size [70]
a125 How “open” or spaced out is a gesture [70]
a126 Get the area of the bounding box [70]
a127 The log of the bounding box area [70]
a128
Returns the total angle divided by the
total absolute angle [70]
a129 Log of the total length [70]
a130 Log of the aspect [70]
a131 Count of corners
a132 Stroke length / bounding box area
Table 5.7: Complete feature list 5
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6. THE IMPROVED SYSTEM
This section will explain the process of designing and building the improved
system. The process includes:
1. Preprocessing
2. Sketch feature extraction
3. Evaluation
4. Rank features
5. Feature selection
6. Classification using Weka
6.1 Preprocessing
During the user study, we collected electronic ink data. The data collected com-
prises of x- and y-coordinates, and timing information. Using the information, we
first generated basic feature sets such as direction value changes, stroke length over
time, and total stroke length. Algorithm 1 explains this procedure.
We calculated the 133 features [30, 55, 70, 84, 136] by combining the strokes in
the sketch into one stroke using a combined-stroke algorithm 2.
6.2 Sketch feature extraction
The goal is to determine if sketch features and classifiers can distinguish between
the large number of classes. There is a lack of research work into classifying sketches
at this scale. As a result, this approach differentiates between many classes using
the 133 sketch features introduced by Cali [30], Hse [55], Long [70], Paulson [84],
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Algorithm 1 Calculate the stroke direction value over time, stroke length over time,
and total stroke length
Input: (1) sketch: the whole strokes on the screen and (2) numberOfPoints:
the number of points in sketch,
Output: (1) directionArray: a stroke direction value over time, (2) lengthArray:
a stroke length over time, and (3) totalLength: a total stroke length
for i = 0 ; i < numberOfPoints-1 ; i++ do
directionArray [i] = atan (angle whose tangent) values of X and Y values be-
tween i+1th point and ith point
lengthArray [i] = sqrt (square root) values of X and Y values between i+1th
point and ith point
totalLength += lengthArray [i]
end for
Algorithm 2 Combine strokes into one stroke
Input: strokes in sketch
Output: newStroke: a combined stroke
if size of strokes == 1 then
return strokes.get(0)
end if
currentStroke = strokes.get(0)
dist1 = distance(currentStroke.getFirstPoint, strokes.get(1).getFirstPoint)
dist2 = distance(currentStroke.getFirstPoint, strokes.get(1).getLastPoint)
dist3 = distance(currentStroke.getLastPoint, strokes.get(1).getFirstPoint)
dist4 = distance(currentStroke.getLastPoint, strokes.get(1).getLastPoint)
min = minimum values between dist1, dist2, dist3, and dist4
if min == dist1 or dist2 then
newStroke = add currentStroke to the newStroke in reverse order
else
newStroke = add currentStroke to the newStroke
end if
for i = 1 ; i < strokes.size() ; i++ do
currentStroke = strokes.get(i)
dist1 = distance(currentStroke.getFirstPoint, newStroke.getLastPoint)
dist2 = distance(currentStroke.getLastPoint, newStroke.getLastPoint)
if dist1 > dist2 then
newStroke = add currentStroke to the newStroke in reverse order
else
newStroke = add currentStroke to the newStroke
end if
end for
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Figure 6.1: Using DCR to differentiate between polylines and arcs [83]
Rubine [102], and Wolin [136]. To show how these features work, We would like to
highlight a couple of features, namely, Direction Change Ratio (DCR), and Polyline
Test.
6.2.1 Direction change ratio for curves
Direction change ratio (DCR) is used to differentiate between polylines and
arcs. It looks for sudden changes in direction [84], and is calculated by dividing
the maximum change in direction by average change in direction as seen in this
DCR-calculating algorithm 3. Figure 6.1 shows that the polyline on the left has a
sudden change in direction and hence resulted in high DCR value, whereas, the arc
on the right changes direction smoothly and thus resulted in low DCR value.
DCR =
maximum change in direction
average change in direction
(6.1)
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Algorithm 3 Calculate the Direction Change Ratio (DCR) (max direction change
divided by average direction change)
Input: directionArray from Algorithm 1
Output: DCR
maxDirectionChange = 0
for i = 0 ; i < directionArray.size()-1 ; i++ do
tempDirectionChange = math.abs(directionArray [i+1] - directionArray [i])
if tempDirectionChange > maxDirectionChange then
maxDirectionChange = tempDirectionChange
end if
sumDirectionChange += tempDirectionChange
end for
averageDirectionChange = sumDirectionChange / directionArray.size()
DCR = maxDirectionChange / averageDirectionChange
6.2.2 Polyline test for corners
Sketches are broken down into substrokes using corner-finding algorithms [136].
The average least-square error of each substroke is measured, and the number of
lines that pass the test [82, 83] are calculated, and is known as the polyline test. The
process is explained in polyline-calculating algorithm 4.
PolylineTest =
number of substrokes that passed line test
number of substrokes
(6.2)
6.3 Evaluation
6.3.1 Highly correlated data
To reduce the dimensionality of the dataset, we used a wrapper approach [66].
This technique is used to remove features that are correlated with one another or are
redundant. We used the R programming language [57] and Weka [34] for data analy-
sis. Using R, we removed features with more than 0.75 correlation. Figure 6.2 shows
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Algorithm 4 Calculate the Polyline Test (the percentage of substrokes that passed
a line test)
Input: segmented strokes from sketch using corner-detection algorithm in [136]
Output: Polyline Test
numLinePassed = 0
for i = 0 ; i < strokes.size() ; i++ do
currentStroke = strokes.get(i)
linePassed = decide if the currentStroke passed line test using algorithm
from [82, 83]
if linePassed = True then
numLinePassed = numLinePassed + 1
end if
end for
PolylineTest = numLinePassed / strokes.size
the resulting correlated matrix. The closer the correlation between two variables is
to 1, the more related their behavior, and the more redundant one is with respect to
the other. We filtered out the redundant features examining the correlation matrix.
6.3.2 Principal component analysis
Correlation matrix analysis is done using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Feature extraction approaches transform data in high-dimensional space to a space of
fewer dimensions. PCA, an important linear technique for reducing dimensionality,
performs a linear mapping of the data to a lower dimensional space in such a way
that the variance of the data in the low-dimensional representation is maximized.
In other words, PCA analysis builds a set of features by selecting those axes, which
maximize data variance.
PCA is a multivariate technique that summarizes systematic patterns of variation
in the data. From a data analysis standpoint, PCA is used for studying one table of
observations and variables with the idea of transforming the observed variables into
a set of new variables, the principal components, which are uncorrelated and explain
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Figure 6.2: Highly correlate matrix for 125 features
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the variation of the data. Therefore, PCA can be used to bring down a “complex”
dataset to a lower dimensionality, in order to reveal the structures or the dominant
types of variations in both the observations and the variables.
To verify if these features can be used to classify 491 classes, we performed PCA.
Figure 6.3 shows the PCA plot. Each color represents a class and the grouping
of similar colors together with not much overlapping shows that these seventy-two
features can be used to differentiate between the 491 classes.
Figure 6.3: Principal component analysis plot
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6.4 Rank features by importance
The importance of features can be estimated from data by building a model.
Some methods like decision trees have a built-in mechanism to report on variable
importance. For other algorithms, the importance can be estimated using a Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis conducted for each attribute. We
constructed a Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) model on the data and estimated
the variable importance, which is printed and plotted. Figure 6.4 shows the features
and their importance for the arc class. The features are ranked based on their overall
importance, across all 491 classes.
6.5 Feature elimination
Selecting the right features from the data can mean the difference between below-
average performance with long training times and high performance with short train-
ing times. We used the caret R package to report the relevance and importance of
attributes in the data, and select the most important features. Automatic feature
selection methods can be used to build many models with different subsets of a
dataset and identify those attributes that are required to build an accurate model.
We used the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) method provided by the caret R
package for feature selection. A Random Forest algorithm is used on each iteration to
evaluate the model with 10-fold cross validation. This way, we explored all possible
subsets of the attributes. The results show that sixty-nine attributes are selected,
although in Figure 6.5, showing the accuracy of the different attribute subset sizes,
we can see that only eighteen attributes give nearly comparable results.
Figure 6.6 shows the list of features: accuracy, kappa, accuracy standard devi-
ation, and the kappa standard deviation. At the bottom, you can see the ranking
of features. This figure shows that with these sixty-nine features, we can achieve an
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Figure 6.4: Rank of features by importance
accuracy of 85.15% on the entire dataset.
6.6 Classification using weka
We divided the data into training and test datasets with ten instances for each
class as seen in Figure 6.7. We created models using the training dataset and per-
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Figure 6.5: Feature selection plot
fomed 10-fold cross-validation using seven classifiers: Random Forest, Bagging, Naive
Bayesian, Multi Class, Bayesian networks, J48, and Random Tree in Weka [34]. Ta-
ble 6.1 shows the list of classifiers used and the accuracies achieved. The Random
Forest classifier performed better than other classifiers with ten-fold cross-validation.
We created the model and integrated it into the system. Therefore, the first step is
to use this model, in order to classify the incoming test data. We tested the system
using the test dataset. The tests resulted in an accuracy of 98% for user specific
methods. The sketches with confidence value less than 0.65 are sent to the next
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Figure 6.6: Feature selection results
stage of recognition, the previously existing system discussed in Chapter 4. Overall,
the system achieved an accuracy of 86% on user independent data. Figure 6.8 shows
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Figure 6.7: Division into test and train datasets
the confusion matrix prior to the addition and Figure 6.9 shows the confusion matrix
after running the improvement.
Classifier (Accuracy)
Random Forest (82.5253%)
Bagging (72.9293%)
Naive Bayesian (72.4242%)
Multi Class (71.4141%)
Bayesian networks (70.7071%)
J48 (62.2222%)
Random Tree (49.1919%)
Table 6.1: Best classifiers and their accuracies
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Figure 6.8: Confusion matrix prior to the improvement, achieving an accuracy of
57%
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Figure 6.9: Confusion matrix after using the improvement, achieving an accuracy of
86%
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7. FUTURE WORK
We are interested in implementing a similar technique to increase the number
of classes. The entire list of approximately 20,000 Course of Action classes can
be recognized if we collect data from different users from conducting further user
studies. It is important to approach a wider variety of users, ranging from users with
no experience in sketching to domain experts in the field. As we collect new data
and re-train our model, we hope the proposed system will perform better in terms
of recognition accuracy.
This work analyzed three different aspects of a sketch: the x-coordinates, the y-
coordinates, and the time. Other attributes of a sketch can help contribute to better
recognition of a sketch, such as a pressure-sensitive device to collect pressure and
line weight-related features. These values can be used to derive some more features
which can better the accuracy of our system. User studies that collect pressure and
other features such as entropy [9] could be tested to determine areas of potential
benefits for recognition.
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8. CONCLUSION
This thesis describes the improvement of a system to now classify sketches into
491 different classes with an accuracy of 86%. There is a lack of research work into
classifying sketches at this scale. Of the over 10,000 instances of data collected,
we performed extensive data analysis to determine the features necessary for clas-
sification of sketches, and then ranked the features based on their importance to
differentiate between these 491 classes.
The improved system expends negligible amount of time to classify incoming
sketches on existing computing technology. This is comparatively much faster when
compared to an older system [53] which takes two or three hours to classify sketches
with a top three accuracy of 89%.
Lastly, with the number of possible sketch classes is very large such as course of
action diagrams numbering around 20,000 different classes, the improved system can
be extended to any number of classes that extends beyond the maximum recognizable
classes from existing systems. As new data comes in, the model performs better over
time in terms of accuracy without significant amount of performance in terms of
time.
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